
 
 
 
June 30, 2020 
 
 
Dear Valued Investor, 
 
The July Fourth holiday will be very different this year. Although it’s a time to enjoy family and friends, and maybe even 
watch some fireworks, social distancing and a new wave of COVID-19 cases also may take a seat at the picnic table. We 
all continue to believe our doctors and medical community will help us conquer this disease; however, with more than 
10 million confirmed cases of COVID-19 around the globe (Johns Hopkins), this terrible fight is far from over. 
Meanwhile, the US economy appears to be turning a major corner, and better times may be ahead later in 2020. 

Recent economic data has created some fireworks itself, coming in significantly better than what economists had 
expected, and in some cases, beating previous records. For example, the May US Bureau of Labor Statistics 
employment report showed a record 2.5 million jobs created—10 million more than economists expected, according to 
Bloomberg. Additionally, retail sales soared nearly 18% in May, according to the US Census Bureau, again much better 
than what was expected. Even though these rebounds are coming off historically low levels, it has been encouraging to 
see how quickly the economy may be coming back. 

The big question, though, is when will the economy get back to normal? Although parts of our economy are coming 
back quickly, other areas may take years to come back fully. Industries like hotels, restaurants, and airlines are going to 
be under pressure for a long time. In fact, in the 10 US recessions since 1950, it took nearly 30 months on average for 
all of the jobs that were lost to come back. More recently, it took four years for all the jobs to return after the tech 
bubble recession in the early 2000s, and more than six years for all of the lost jobs to return after the financial crisis of 
2008–09. Our economy has lost nearly 20 million jobs in the past three months, and even with re-hiring activity in May 
and June, it may take years to recover all of those job losses. (Jobs data from US Census Bureau) 

A major second wave of COVID-19 is the big wild card. Although most of us don’t expect to go into full lockdown mode 
again like we did in March and April, more restrictions may be put in place, which could hinder the economic recovery. 
But it isn’t all bad news. On June 22, Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Disease, said at a congressional hearing that a vaccine may be available by early 2021. He noted that in the past it has 
taken years to develop a vaccine against viruses, but with the entire world working together to beat COVID-19, this 
vaccine may be the fastest to market ever produced.  

Voltaire said, “History never repeats itself. Man always does.” Given the stock market is driven by fear and greed, it has 
very human-like qualities, which means history may be a guide for what may happen next. In March 2003, stocks hit a 
major low before a huge spike into early summer, when stocks consolidated—or sat on their gains—during the summer 
months, followed by an eventual move higher later in the year. There was a very similar reaction in the summer of 
2009 after the March 2009 bear market lows. So far in 2020 we’ve had the March lows and a huge rally, so historically, 
a summertime pullback or consolidation would be normal—and maybe even healthy.  

While we’ve faced several health, social, and economic crises this year, July Fourth is a good time to think about how 
lucky we are to live in this great country and to remember the resilience and perseverance we’ve demonstrated over 
the past 244 years. History has shown us that better times will come. 

Best wishes for a happy and safe Fourth of July, and contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 
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President 
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Important Information 
 
This material is for general information only and is not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any 
individual.  
 
There is no assurance that the views or strategies discussed are suitable for all investors or will yield positive outcomes. 
Investing involves risks including possible loss of principal. Any economic forecasts set forth may not develop as 
predicted and are subject to change.  
 
References to markets, asset classes, and sectors are generally regarding the corresponding market index. Indexes are 
unmanaged statistical composites and cannot be invested into directly. Index performance is not indicative of the 
performance of any investment and do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. All performance referenced is 
historical and is no guarantee of future results. 
 
All data is provided as of June 30, 2020. 
 
Any company names noted herein are for educational purposes only and not an indication of trading intent or a 
solicitation of their products or services. LPL Financial doesn’t provide research on individual equities.  
 
All index data from FactSet. 
 
This Research material was prepared by LPL Financial, LLC. All information is believed to be from reliable sources; 
however, LPL Financial makes no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. 
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